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SHABBAT SHALOM.  Today is 9 Kislev 5779. We 
bensch Kiddush Levanah tonight after Maariv if we are 
able to benefit from the light of the moon. 
 

TORAH DIALOGUE  
(p. 106 Hz) (p. 164 S) (p. 134 Hi) (p. 144 AS) 

VAYEITZEI    Genesis 28:10 

[Compiled by Rabbi Edward Davis, Rabbi Emeritus, (RED) 
Young Israel of Hollywood-Ft. Lauderdale] 

 

1. Yaakov left from Be’er Sheva (28:10)  Rashi explains: 
“The departure of a righteous man from his city leaves its 
impression. As long as he remains, he is its glory and luster. 
When he departs, its glory and luster are gone.”  But Yitzchak, 
his father, is in the city! The righteous can offer the city a great 
deal. When Avraham was negotiating with Hashem over 
Sodom, the city would have been saved if ten righteous men 
were in the city because those men could have influenced the 
city’s population to do good. When Moshe was charging the 
twelve spies with their mission, he instructed them to see if 
Canaan had trees. Rashi interprets the tree not as an Eitz, but 
as an Eitzah, a person who can give advice to the residents. 
He is a person who could defend Canaan from the Israelites 
with his righteousness. In neither definition could Yitzchak 
perform the responsibilities of being a righteous person. He 
was visually handicapped, and old and weak. Yaakov was the 
glory of the city and not his father Yitzchak. 
 

2. The financial condition of the Patriarchs is commented 
upon by various rabbinic figures throughout time.  Most are of 
the opinion that each of the Patriarchs reached a position of 
financial success.  Judging from the strict reading of the 
narrative, one understands that material gain and financial 
success was very important.  Avraham seems to be the 
Patriarch who did well both in terms of being the recipient of 
royal gifts and also having succeeded in his own financial 
planning even though he lived a nomadic life. It is easier to be 
in command of one’s activities, especially in the mitzvah world, 
when one does so with the benefit of financial security.  
Yitzchak also reached financial security but the primary 
identification of Yitzchak was the person who was offered as 
a sacrifice.  Hence he was never the aggressive character that 
his father was.  Yaakov is the one Patriarch with whom we 
identify the most because of the fact that he suffers from more 
of the intrigues that affect our daily life as well.  He did go 
through periods of financial challenge, especially in the years 
that we are following him living in his father-in-law’s home.  
God blessed him with success and that financial security was 
truly beyond Yaakov’s expectations.  At the outset of his 
journey, in the beginning of our parsha, Yaakov prays only for 
the basic necessities of clothing and bread.  When I pray, I 
pray for a lot more.  I do not want to live with merely the basic 
necessities.  I do appreciate certain luxuries of life that I have 
been accustomed to and wish for my family as well. Financial 
challenge is not a brachah.  The first of the three lines of the 
Birkat Kohanim, the duchening, is solely about material gain 
and financial security.  With that brachah the mitzvah world is 
much easier to navigate.  (RED) 
  

3. What mitzvahs do we actually see the Patriarchs 
performing?  Our Sages indicate to us that the Patriarchs 
observed all the mitzvot, even one like Eruv Tavshilin, which 
was a law instituted by King Solomon.  We see the Patriarchs 
and their families as the models of Chesed.  They excelled in 
the mitzvah of Hachnassat Orchim, welcoming guests.  They 
performed the mitzvah of circumcision.  Most of all we see a 

tremendous dedication to Hashem, both in the love of God and 
in the ritual service of God.  At every turn of events we see 
Patriarchs offering sacrifices; a type of service to God that is 
ancient and one that the Rabbis associated with from the 
beginning of time, from the time of Adam and Noach, and 
naturally through the Patriarchal period of history as well.  We 
do not see any other mitzvot being observed but nevertheless 
their total dedication to Hashem and their ability to engage in 
a dialogue with the Almighty is a type of spiritual life that 
seems well beyond the norm and a life that we can only hope 
and dream about.  (RED) 
 

4. When Yaakov goes to the Charan area in search for 
Lavan’s household he goes to the well.  This was a smart 
move, not as an effort to pick up girls, or look for a shidduch, 
but rather it is a place where regional shepherds congregate.  
People are there because of the scarcity of water and 
therefore it’s a place where one can engage locals to find out 
what’s happening and where do people live.  This is an easy 
way to understand Eliezer’s position at the well, as well as 
Yaakov’s.  Moshe’s sojourn into Midian brought him to the 
well, but not in search of a particular family or a shiddush.  In 
this paragraph I raise the question of the place of women at 
the well.  It cannot be that women felt secure and safe 
venturing forth in this venue of a male dominated shepherd 
world.  In the case at Midian, the way Yitro welcomes his 
daughters, it seems clear that Yitro understood that there was 
a certain element of danger for his daughters to be at the well.  
Commentators on our parsha also indicate that Leah was not 
at the well, not because of her eyes, but because she was 
older and being single would attract too much of the attention 
of the male shepherd population.  It cannot have been a very 
comfortable situation for these women.  Combining Midrashic 
narrative one would be led to understand that Lavan had no 
sons and therefore he had no choice but to enlist the 
assistance of his daughters in the running of his household 
and the care of his flock.  In any event, the position of the 
women in this particular work field was something that offered 
an uncomfortable, if not dangerous situation, for them.  (RED) 
 

HAFTORAH  
(p. 118 Hz) (p. 188 S) (p. 834 Hi) (p. 1139 AS) 

HOSHEA   11:7 

 This week’s haftorah is devoted to the rebuke of the 
Jewish people for falling into idolatrous practices.  This serious 
national offense traces back to the days of the Jewish King 
Yeravam ben N’vat, the first king over the ten tribes after the 
split in the Jewish kingdom.  During the early part of the reign 
of Shlomo’s son Rechavam, Hashem revealed through the 
prophet Achiya that ten of the Jewish tribes would leave the 
iron hand of Rechavam and be led by Yeravam.  The tribes of 
Yehudah and Binyamin would remain under the reign of 
Rechavam, the scion of David Hamelech.  In those days the 
influence of Shlomo Hamelech’s idolatrous wives threatened 
to corrupt the entire Jewish nation, and Hashem responded by 
removing most of the Jewish nation from under Shlomo’s 
influence.  Unfortunately their new leader Yeravam misused 
his privilege and instead of preventing the spread of idolatry, 
he actually developed it beyond the point of return.  Eventually 
Hashem was left with no choice but to exile the major portion 
of the Jewish people to bring matters under control.  In our 
haftorah, the prophet Hoshea turns to the remaining Jewish 
tribes and beckons them to return to Hashem and not follow 
their brothers’ corrupt ways.  (R. Dovid Siegel.) 
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QUESTIONS FOR PARSHAT VAYEITZE 5779 
by Rabbi Edward Davis, Rabbi Emeritus 

 
I. From the Text 

1. From where and to where was Yaakov traveling, and where did he stop to sleep and dream? (28:10, 19) 

2. What was Yaakov’s dream about? (28:12,13) 

3. How long did Yaakov work for Lavan in order to marry Rachel?  (29:20) 

4. Why did Lavan switch Leah for Rachel at the marriage to Yaakov? (29:26) 

5. What deal did Yaakov make up with Lavan to secure wages for his years of service? (30:39) 
 II.  From Rashi 

6. What prayer did Yaakov originate at Beit El? (28:1) 

7. Why did Yaakov cry when he met Rachel? (29:11) 

8. Why were Leah’s eyes tender? (29:17) 

9. What were the different reactions of Esav and Reuven when they both lost the Birthright? (29:32) 

10. What good deed did Rachel perform that Hashem finally remembered her to conceive and have a son? (30:22) 
 

 III. From the Rabbis 

11. What was the significance of the stones that Yaakov used as a pillow at Beit El becoming one stone? 

12. Rachel tended her father’s sheep by herself. Where was Leah? (Ramban) 

13. Hashem came to speak to two non-Jewish men because of their contact with Avraham and Yaakov. Who were they? 
 

IV. From the Haftorah : Hoshea 

14. What famous Haftorah is recited within this Haftorah? 
 

 V.  Relationships 
a) Dan – Bilhah 
b) Yosef – Orde 
c) Serach – Zilpah 
d) Peretz – Zerach 
e) Yocheved – Merari 

 

 
                       

 
ANSWERS FOR PARSHAT VAYEITZE 5779 

 
1. Yaakov was traveling from Be’er Sheva to Charan and stopped at Beit El. 
2. There was a ladder extending from Earth to Heaven with angels ascending and descending, and Hashem talked to Yaakov. 
3. Seven years. 
4. Lavan reprimanded Yaakov and told him that it is not the local custom to wed the younger daughter before the older one. 
5. Yaakov would take only the “ringed ones, speckled ones, and spotted ones” of the sheep. 
6. Maariv. 
7. Either because Yaakov saw prophetically that he would not be buried with Rachel or because he came empty handed. 
8. Leah cried a lot, for she was afraid that she was destined to marry Esav. 
9. Esav wanted to kill Yaakov; Reuven sought to save Yosef when the latter was thrown into the pit. 
10. That Rachel gave the “signs” to Leah on the wedding night with Yaakov. 
11. The stones represented the 12 tribes of Israel, and Hashem united them into one nation. 
12. Either the sun hurt Leah’s eyes or Lavan was afraid of allowing her to mingle with the shepherds. 
13. Avimelech and Lavan. 
14. Shabbat Shuva. 

 
Relationships  
a) Mother Bilhah 
b) Uncle Yosef  
c) Grandmother Zilpah  
d) Brothers 
e) Sister - Brother 

 
 

 

Sponsored by the family of Dr. Abe Chames to commemorate his 10th yahrzeit on Tet Kislev. 

A special service was held at Eretz Hachaim Cemetery in Bet Shemes, Jerusalem, Israel on  

Friday, November 16, 2018 attended by his sons Jonathan Chames and Jacob Chames. 


